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A Cauhy-Green Formula on the Unit Sphere in C2John T. Anderson and John WermerAbstrat. In 1977 G. Henkin introdued an integral formula for solving�bf = � where � is a measure, on the boundary of a smooth stritly on-vex domain. This result is losely related to a \Cauhy-Green" formula onthe sphere (see Chen and Shaw [3℄). We give a diret elementary proof of theCauhy-Green Theorem on the unit sphere and derive Henkin's solution of the��b equation from this. We also give an appliation to an approximation result.1. IntrodutionLet 
 be a domain in the plane, with smooth boundary �. The lassialCauhy-Green formula states that for any � 2 C1(
) and z 2 
,(1.1) �(z) = 12�i Z� �(�)� � z d� � 12�i Z
 ����� d�� ^ d�� � zNote that the �rst term on the right of (1.1) is a holomorphi funtion � of z inthe domain 
. In fat, � extends ontinuously to 
, and hene de�nes an elementof the algebra A(
) onsisting of funtions holomorphi in 
 and ontinuous on 
.Of ourse, if � 2 A(
), (1.1) redues to the Cauhy integral formula and � = �.The representation (1.1) has many appliations in omplex analysis. In thetheory of approximation of ontinuous funtions on a ompat set K � C byrational funtions with poles o�K, one is led by onsiderations of duality to examinemeasures supported on K. The Cauhy transform of suh a measure � is de�nedby(1.2) �̂(z) = ZK d�(�)� � zThe integral de�ning �̂ onverges absolutely for almost all z 2 C. Using (1.1), onean easily show that for any smooth ompatly supported funtion �,(1.3) ZK �(z) d�(z) = 12�i ZC ����z �̂(z) d�z ^ dzThat is, �̂ satis�es the equation(1.4) ��̂��z = ���1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. Primary 32A25, Seondary 32E30.0000 (opyright holder)1



2 JOHN T. ANDERSON AND JOHN WERMERin the sense of distributions, and hene de�nes a holomorphi funtion on C nK.The Cauhy transform is a key tool in rational approximation theory in the plane.We have been motivated by problems of rational approximation for subsets ofthe boundary S of the unit ball in C2. It is posible to do a kind of funtion theoryon S analogous to the theory of analyti funtions in the plane. The operator �=��zis replaed by the tangential Cauhy-Riemann operator(1.5) X = z2 ���z1 � z1 ���z2 :X is well-de�ned on C1(S) and for any relatively open subset 
 of S, annihilatesthe restritions to 
 of funtions holomorphi in a neighborhood of 
 in C2. Thesolutions toX� = 0 on 
 are known as CR funtions on 
. A good general referenefor the theory of CR funtions is the book [2℄.One would like an analogue of the Cauhy transform for measures on S. Givena measure � on S, G. Henkin in 1977 [4℄ onstruted a funtion K�, summablewith respet to three-dimensional Hausdor� measure d� on S, satisfying(1.6) ��bK� = �2�2�in the sense of distributions, i.e.,(1.7) ZS �(z) d�(z) = 12�2 ZSK� X� d�(z)for all smooth �, provided that � satis�es the neessary ondition that RS P d� = 0for all polynomials P . Note that (1.7) implies that K� is a CR funtion (in thesense of distributions) o� the support of �.In attempting to use and understand Henkin's onstrution in the study ofrational approximation on subsets of S, we were led to the analogue of the Cauhy-Green formula (1.1) that we present below. It plays the same role with respetto Henkin's formula (1.6) as the lassial Cauhy-Green formula on the plane doesto equation (1.4). The resulting formula, whih is ontained in our Theorems 2.1and 3.1 below, is not new. It is given in a more general setting in Chen and Shaw([3℄, see the remarks following Corollary 11.3.5) as a onsequene of the theory ofHenkin for solving the ��b equation on the boundary of a stritly onvex domain inCn. Our approah to establishing this Cauhy-Green formula on the sphere in C2is diret and elementary, and leads immediately to the property (1.6) of Henkin'stransform K�.Let A(B) denote the algebra of funtions holomorphi in the open unit ballB of C2 and ontinuous on its losure. We seek a kernel H(�; z), de�ned for(�; z) 2 S � S, suh that for all � 2 C1(S), there exists � 2 A(B) with(1.8) �(z) = �(z) +  ZSH(�; z) ��(�) ^ !(�)for all z 2 S, where !(�) = d�1 ^ d�2, ��� = (��=��z1)d�z1 + (��=��z2)d�z2, and  is auniversal onstant. We all (1.8) a \Cauhy-Green formula for S". We will demandthat H have the following properties:



A CAUCHY-GREEN FORMULA ON THE UNIT SPHERE IN C2 3a: H(�; z) is ontinuous on S � S n fz = �g;b: For all unitary transformations U of determinant 1, H(U�; Uz) = H(�; z);: RS jH(�; e1)j d�(�) < 1, where e1 = (1; 0), and d� is three-dimensionalHausdor� measure1 on S.Properties (b) and () together with the unitary invariane of d� imply that H isuniformly summable with respet to d�, i.e., there exists a onstant C so that(1.9) ZS jH(�; z)j d�(�) � C; 8z 2 SThey also imply that the integral(1.10) K(z) � ZS H(�; z) ��(�) ^ !(�)appearing in (1.8) is �nite for all z 2 S, sine �� ^ ! is absolutely ontinuous withrespet to d�. A routine alulation gives(1.11) �� ^ ! = 2(X�) d�on S, where X is the operator in (1.5), for smooth �. We an say more about K:Lemma 1.1. If H satis�es properties (a), (b) and (), then K is ontinuous onS. Proof. Fix z 2 S. For � > 0, put S�(z) = S n fjz � �j � �g and S0� =S \ fjz � �j � �g. Let K�(z) = ZS�(z)H(�; z) ��(�) ^ !(�)Then K� is ontinuous on S, by property (a) of H . For all z 2 S, by (1.11),jK(z)�K�(z)j = �����ZS0�(z)H(�; z) ��(�) ^ !(�)����� �M ZS0�(z) jH(�; z)jd�(�)where M is a onstant independent of z and �. Let e1 = (1; 0) and hoose aunitary transformation U of C2 with Ue1 = z; then U(S0�(e1)) = S0�(z). Then usingproperty (b),ZS0�(z) jH(�; z)j d�(�) = ZS0�(e1) jH(U�; Ue1)j d�(U�) = ZS0�(e1) jH(�; e1)j d�(�)Sine RS jH(�; e1)jd�(�) is �nite by assumption (),lim�!0 ZS0�(e1) jH(�; e1)jd�(�) = 0It follows that K� ! K uniformly on S, and so K is ontinuous, as laimed.We say that a measure � on S is orthogonal to polynomials if(1.12) ZS Pd� = 0; 8 holomorphi polynomials PGiven any measure � on S, de�ne(1.13) K�(�) = ZS H(�; z) d�(z); � 2 S1d� is not normalized; �(S) = 2�2.



4 JOHN T. ANDERSON AND JOHN WERMERLemma 1.2. A kernel H(�; z) satisfying (a), (b) and () satis�es (1.8) if andonly if for eah measure � on S orthogonal to polynomials(1.14) ZS � d� =  ZSK� �� ^ !for all � 2 C1(S).Proof. Suppose �rst that H(�; z) satis�es (a), (b), () and (1.8). Let � be ameasure on S orthogonal to polynomials. Fix � 2 C1(S), and let � 2 A(B) be asin (1.8). Sine polynomials are dense in A(B), RS � d� = 0. Hene by (1.8),ZS �(z)d�(z) = ZS � ZSH(�; z) ��(�) ^ !(�)� d�(z)= ZS � ZSH(�; z)d�(z)� ��(�) ^ !(�)=  ZSK�(�) ��(�) ^ !(�)so that (1.14) holds. The appliation of Fubini's theorem is justi�ed by (1.9).Next, suppose that (1.14) holds, for H satisfying (a), (b) and (). Choose ameasure � on S orthogonal to polynomials. Fix a funtion � 2 C1(S), and de�ne�(z) = �(z)�  ZSH(�; z) ��(�) ^ !(�)By Lemma 1.1, � is ontinuous on S, andZS �(z)d�(z) = ZS �(z)d�(z)�  ZS �ZS H(�; z)d�(z)� �� ^ !(�)= ZS �(z)d�(z)�  ZSK�(�) ��(�) ^ !(�)= 0by (1.14). Sine this holds for all � orthogonal to polynomials, � 2 A(B), and so(1.8) follows.In 1977, in [4℄ G. Henkin introdued the kernel(1.15) H(�; z) = ��1�z2 � ��2�z1j1� < z; � > j2 ; �; z 2 Swhere <;> denotes the Hermitian inner produt < z; � >= z1 ��1+z2 ��2, and provedthe formula (1.14) using this kernel. It is easy to hek that H satis�es properties(a), (b) and () above. Formula (1.14) on S is atually very speial ase of a lassof general integral formulae on smooth onvex domains established in [4℄. In herthesis [5℄, H.P. Lee gave an elementary proof of Henkin's formula for S; the paper[8℄ of Varopoulous also ontains an exposition of Henkin's results on the sphere.For appliations of Henkin's formula to rational approximation, see the paper [6℄of Lee and Wermer.In this paper, we shall1. give a diret proof of (1.8), using Henkin's kernel (1.15);2. give a formula for �, in terms of �;3. dedue an approximation result (Theorem 4.1) from (1.8).



A CAUCHY-GREEN FORMULA ON THE UNIT SPHERE IN C2 51.1. Aknowledgment. The �rst author wishes to thank Joseph Cima forhelpful onversations on the results in setion 3.2. A Cauhy-Green Formula using Henkin's KernelWith H as in (1.15) and � 2 C1(S) as in setion 1 putK(z) = ZS H(�; z) ��(�) ^ !(�)For a 2 int(4), put r = p1� jaj2 and denote by a the irle z2 = r� , j� j = 1 inthe z2-plane.Lemma 2.1. Fix a 2 4. For n = 0; 1; 2; : : : we have, putting z = (a; z2),(2.1) Za K(z)zn2 dz2 = 4�2 Za �(z)zn2 dz2Proof.Za K(a; z2)zn2 dz2 = Za �ZS ��1�z2 � ��2�aj1� a ��1 � z2 ��2j2 ��(�) ^ !(�)� zn2 dz2= ZS  Zj� j=1 ( ��1r�� � ��2�a)rn+1�n d�(1� a ��1 � r� ��2)(1� �a�1 � r�� �2)! ��(�) ^ !(�)We denote the inner integral by I(�). Multiplying both numerator and denom-inator of the integrand by � , we getI(�) = Zj� j=1 ( ��1r � ��2�a�)rn+1�n d�r ��2 h 1�a ��1r ��2 � �i (1� �a�1) h� � r�21��a�1 iLet �1 = 1� a ��1r ��2 ; and �2 = r�21� �a�1Note that �1�2 = 1. We havejr�2j2 � j1� �a�1j2 = (1� jaj2)(1� j�1j2)� j1� �a�1j2= 1� jaj2 � j�1j2 + jaj2jj�1j2 � 1� j�aj2j�1j2 + �a�1 + a ��1= �(jaj2 + j�1j2 � �a�1 � a ��1)= �ja� �1j2



6 JOHN T. ANDERSON AND JOHN WERMERIt follows that jr�2j2 < j1� �a�1j2 unless a = �1, and so j�2j < 1, and j�1j > 1,for �1 6= a. The Residue Theorem gives12�iI(�) = 24 ��1r � ��2�a�2r ��2( 1�a ��1r ��2 � �2)(1� �a�1)35 rn+1�n2= 24 ��1r � ��2�a( r�21��a�1 )r ��2( 1�a ��1r ��2 � r�21��a�1 )(1� �a�1)35 rn+1�n2= 24 (1� �a�1) ��1r � ( ��2�a)r�2r ��2( j1��a�1j2r ��2 � r�2)(1� �a�1)35 rn+1�n2= � ��1r � �aj�1j2r � �aj�2j2rj1� �a�1j2 � r2j�2j2 � rn+1�n21� �a�1= �( ��1 � �a)rj�1 � aj2 � rn+1�n21� �a�1= � r�1 � a� rn+1� r�21� �a�1�n� 11� �a�1�= r2n+2�n2(1� �a�1)n+1 � 1�1 � a�Thus(2.2) I(�) = 2�i � r2n+2�n2(1� �a�1)n+1 � 1�1 � a�Let S� be the part of S lying over the regionfj�1 � aj � �g \ fj�1j � 1gin the �1-plane. Let T� denote the boundary of S�. We laim that(2.3) Za K(z)zn2 dz2 = � lim�!0 �ZT� �(�)I(�)!(�)�To establish the laim, note thatZa K(z)zn2 dz2 = ZS �� ^ ! � I= lim�!0 ZS� �� ^ ! � I= lim�!0 ZS� d(� !I)sine I is holomorphi on S� for � > 0. By Stokes' Theorem, the latter integralequals � ZT� � !Iproving the laim.Note that T� is the torus�1 = a+ �ei�; �2 =p1� j�1j2ei ; 0 � �;  � 2�:



A CAUCHY-GREEN FORMULA ON THE UNIT SPHERE IN C2 7On T� we have the following relations:�(�) = �(a; rei ) +O(�);�n2(1� �a�1)n+1 = rnein (1� jaj2)n+1 +O(�) = rnein r2n+2 +O(�);d�1 = i�ei�d�; d ��1 = �i�e�i�d�;d�2 = ��1d ��1 � ��1d�12p1� j�1j2 ei + ip1� j�1j2ei d = irei d +O(�);1�1 � a = 1�ei� :Using this information together with (2.2) and (2.3) we obtainZa K(z)zn2 = lim�!0 ��2�i ZT� �(�)r2n+2 �n2(1� �a�1)n+1 1(�1 � a) d�1 ^ d�2�For �xed �, we rewrite the expression in brakets as�2�i ZT� �(a; rei )rnein id� ^ irei d +O(�)Letting � go to zero we obtainZa K(z)zn2 dz2 = 2� Z 2�0 d� Z 2�0 �(a; rei )(rei )n(irei ) d = 4�2 Za �(z)zn2 dz2This ompletes the proof of (2.1) and Lemma 2.1.Next, we de�ne an operator T on C1(S) as follows:(2.4) (T�)(z) = 4�2�(z)�K(z); for z 2 S; � 2 C1(S)Letting X denote the tangential Cauhy-Riemann operator on S as in setion 1,using (1.11) we an writeT� = 4�2�� ZS H(�; z) (X�)(�)d�(�)Lemma 2.2. Fix � 2 C1(S). Let L be a omplex line in C2. Then the restri-tion of T (�) to L \ S extends analytially to L \B.Proof. Lemma 2.1 gives us, for eah a 2 int(4), that(2.5) Za(T�)(z)zn2 dz2 = 0; n = 0; 1; 2; : : :Note that a = La \ S, where La is the line fz1 = ag. Then (2.5) impliesthat T� extends analytially to the disk La \ B. Using the unitary invariane ofH; �; and X , it is not hard to hek that for all � 2 C1(S),(2.6) (T�) Æ U = T (� Æ U)Fix a omplex line L. Let N denote the omplex line passing through the originwhih is orthogonal to L, and let z0 denote the intersetion point N \ L. WriteL = fz0+ �t j t 2 Cg for some unit vetor �. If U is a unitary transformation withUe2 = �, where e2 = (0; 1) then U maps the line fz2 = 0g to N , and maps somepoint (a; 0) to z0. Then U((a; 0) + t(0; 1)) = z0 + t�, for all t 2 C. So U maps



8 JOHN T. ANDERSON AND JOHN WERMERthe line La to L and maps the disk La \ B to L \ B. By (2.6), T� jL\S extendsanalytially to the disk L\B if and only if (T�) ÆU jLa\S extends to La\B. Thislast is true by (2.5), as we have noted earlier, and so the proof is omplete.By Lemma 1.1, sine H satis�es properties (a), (b) and () of setion 1, Kand thus T� are ontinuous on S. By Lemma 2.2, T� has the \one-dimensionalextension property" as de�ned by Stout in [7℄, p. 105. A theorem of Agranovskiiand Val'skii [1℄ then gives that T� lies in the ball algebra A(B). Putting � = T (�),we have arrived atTheorem 2.3. Let � 2 C1(S). Then there exists � 2 A(B) suh that4�2�(z) = �(z) + ZS H(�; z) ��(�) ^ !(�)where H is Henkin's kernel H(�; z) = ��1�z2 � ��2�z1j1� < z; � > j23. The Cauhy-Green formula and the Cauhy transformIn this setion we identify the ball algebra funtion � appearing in Theorem2.3 as a ertain prinipal value of the Cauhy transform of �. The Cauhy kernelfor B is C(z; �) = 1(1� < z; � >)2For z 2 S we set N�(z) = f� 2 S : j < �; z > j > 1� �gand we denote the boundary of N�(z) by ��(z).Theorem 3.1. Fix � 2 C1(S). If � is as in Theorem 2.3, then for z 2 S,�(z) = 2 lim�!0ZSnN�(z) �(�)C(z; �) d�(�)Remark 3.2. Sine C(z; �) =2 L1(d�), it is not immediate that the limit inTheorem 3.1 exists.Proof. As in setions 1 and 2, setK(z) = ZS H(�; z) ��(�) ^ !(�) = lim�!0 ZSnN�(z)H(�; z) ��(�) ^ !(�)For � > 0 �xed,ZSnN�(z)H(�; z) ��(�) ^ !(�) = ZSnN�(z) d[H(�; z)�(�) ^ !(�)℄� ZSnN�(z)[�H(�; z)℄ ^ �(�) ^ !(�)= Z��(z)H(�; z) ��(�) ^ !(�)�2 ZSnN�(z)(XH)(�; z) �(�) d�(�)



A CAUCHY-GREEN FORMULA ON THE UNIT SPHERE IN C2 9by Stokes' theorem, if ��(z) is oriented as the boundary of S nN�(z). We have alsoused equation (1.11) from setion 1. A omputation shows (di�erentiation is in the� variable) (XH)(�; z) = �C(z; �)so thatK(z) = lim�!0"Z��(z)H(�; z) �(�) ^ !(�) � 2 ZSnN�(z) C(�; z) �(�)d�(�)#Sine �(z) = 4�2�(z)�K(z)by Theorem 2.3, the proof will be omplete if we an show that(3.1) lim�!0 Z��(z)H(�; z) �(�) ^ !(�) = 4�2�(z)To establish (3.1), hoose a unitary map U with Ue1 = z. Then for �xed � > 0,Z��(z)H(�; z) �(�) ^ !(�) = Z��(e1)H(�; e1) (� Æ U)(�) ^ !(�)The torus ��(e1) = f� : j�1j = 1 � �g, oriented as the boundary of S n N�(e1), isparametrized by �1 = (1� �)ei�1 ; �2 = r�ei�2 ; 0 � �1; �2 � 2�where r� =p1� (1� �)2Then on ��(e1), !(�) = d�1 ^ d�2 = �(1� �)r�ei�1ei�2d�1 ^ d�2;(� Æ U)(�) = (� Æ U)(ei�1 ; 0) +O(�);and H(�; e1) = �r�e�i�2j1� (1� �)ei�1 j2whih givesZ��(z)H(�; z) �(�) ^ !(�) = Z��(e1)H(�; e1) (� Æ U)(�) ^ !(�)= Z 2�0 Z 2�0 (1� �)r2� ei�1(� Æ U)(ei�1 ; 0)j1� (1� �)ei�1 j2 d�1d�2 + I�(3.2)where jI�j � C Z 2�0 Z 2�0 r2�j1� (1� �)ei�1 j2 d�1d�2for some C > 0. An appliation of the Poisson integral formula shows that the �rstintegral in (3.2) onverges to 4�2(�ÆU)(e1) = 4�2�(z) as �! 0, while lim�!0 I� = 0.This ompletes the proof.



10 JOHN T. ANDERSON AND JOHN WERMER4. An Approximation TheoremFix � 2 C1(S). The quantitydist(�;A(B)) = inffk�� gk : g 2 A(B)gwhere k � k is the uniform norm on S measures how losely � an be approximatedby polynomials on S.Theorem 4.1. There exists C > 0 so that for all � 2 C1(S),dist(�;A(B)) � CkX�kProof. Let kHk1 denote the L1 � d� norm of Henkin's kernel H(�; z) (whihis independent of z 2 S). By the representation in Theorem 2.3, there exists� 2 A(B) so that for z 2 S,j4�2�(z)��(z)j = ����ZS H(�; z) ��(�) ^ !(�)����= 2 ����ZSH(�; z)(X�)(�)d�(�)����� 2kHk1kX�kfrom whih the result follows. Referenes[1℄ M.L. Agranovskii and R.E. Val'skii, Maximality of Invariant Algebras of Funtions, SiberianMath. J. 33 (1983),p. 227{250.[2℄ A. Boggess, CR Manifolds and the Tangential Cauhy-Riemann Complex, CRC Press, 1991.[3℄ S.{C. Chen and M.{C. Shaw, Partial Di�erential Equations in Several Complex Variables,Amerian Mathematial Soiety, 2001[4℄ G. M. Henkin, The Lewy Equation and Analysis on Pseudoonvex Manifolds, Russian Math.Surveys, 32:3 (1977); Uspehi Mat. Nauk 32:3 (1977),p. 57{118[5℄ H. P. Lee, Orthogonal Measures for Subsets of the Boundary of the Ball in C2, Thesis, BrownUniversity, 1979.[6℄ H. P. Lee and J. Wermer, Orthogonal Measures for Subsets of the Boundary of the Ball inC2, in Reent Developments in Several Complex Variables, Prineton University Press, 1981,pp. 277-289.[7℄ E.L. Stout, The Boundary Values of Holomorphi Funtions of Several Complex Variables,Duke Math. J. 44, 1977,p. 105{108.[8℄ N. Th. Varopoulos, BMO funtions and the �-equation, Pa. J. Math. 71, no. 1 (1977),pp. 221{273.Department of Mathematis and Computer Siene, College of the Holy Cross,Worester, MA 01610-2395E-mail address: anderson�radius.holyross.eduDepartment of Mathematis, Brown University, Providene, RI 02912E-mail address: wermer�math.brown.edu


